This study examines that the job classification system and certification lists of construction industry focused on construction technicians. Here, construction te- chnicians mean the ones who work for the construction industry after graduating from the construction department of SVHS(Specialized Vocational High Schools). This study classifies construction-related jobs according to KECO(Korean Employment Classification of Occupations) and KSCO(Korean Standard Classification of Occupations). Jobs of construction technicians are classified into 4 groups which are technicians for building construction, technicians for building finishing, plumbers and civil engineering and mining technicians. These groups are sub-classified into 21 jobs which include steel structure processing and building technicians, plasterers, plumbers, mineral and quarrying workers and stone cutting workers. In addition, there are 28 kinds of certificates that SVHS graduates from construction department can acquire including 14 construction fields, 12 civil engineering fields, 1 landscaping field, and 1 construction plumbing field.
Introduction
As a job training education system in South Korea, SVHS teach and train students who can work for various economy sections. The results of interviewing construction department students from SVHS indicate that they do not have enough information on construction industry and construction-related jobs when they enter the high school. Also, the previous studies brought up the issue that it is necessary to provide students with information on construction industry [1] [2] [3] . Therefore, this study aims at providing construction technicians with information on a job classification related to construction fields.
Methodology
This study investigates literatures to review a job classification system of the construction field. It classifies jobs based on a web site of Korean Occupation Dictionary and literature researches. We extracted the job related to construction out of KECO classifications comparing KSCO classification system numbers. And we arranged the certification lists, which is focused on construction technicians based on level of job skill by KSCO.
Results
KSCO classifies jobs based on duty and professional abilities. Here, a professional ability does not mean the difference of expertness. This classification
The job classification system and certification lists
1055 is used as a job unit standard of various social, economic statistical surveys, standards of payroll and bonus of each job, and information of employment and job hunting [4] . <Table 1> indicates the KSCO system and classification numbers. The table also includes levels of necessary skills for jobs. The jobs are classified into 10 sections, 52 divisions, 149 groups, 426 classes, and 1,206 sub-classes. Construction-related jobs belong to category 7 of KSCO except division number 141 of KECO seen at <Table 2>, which indicates technicians of construction and civil engineering. This means that the construction job-related technicians need level 2 job skills (See <Table 1>). According to KSCO standard, Level 2 job skill means that workers can read, write, calculate and communicate with others proficiently. This needs completion of regular secondary education systems and more (ISCED level 2, level 3) or needs training or job experience equivalent to this education level. To reach these levels of jobs, workers need professional job training and practices. The training and practice periods can complement regular training, or substitute regular training partially or entirely. Some jobs require additional education (ISCED level 4) or training in job training organizations after graduation of secondary schools [5] . Source: 2012 Korean Dictionary of Occupations <Figure 2> shows the part of technician certificates that high school students can acquire. They can acquire certificates in construction, civil engineering, landscaping and construction plumbing on construction industry. Figure 2 . The part of technician certificates that high school students can achieve on construction industry. <Table 3> indicates the national job certificate list that high school students can acquire. As seen below, the construction technician certificates that high school graduates can get are total 40: 14 construction fields including molding technicians, 12 civil engineering fields including a construction material tester, 1 landscaping field including landscapers, 1 plumbing fields including plumbers, and 12 construction machinery operation fields including craftsman loading equipment operators. The construction machinery operation field needs level 1 job skill so the certificates for the construction technicians are 28 except 12 which are related to construction machinery operation job. 
Conclusions
Among 24 divisions of KECO, the ones related to construction industry are 7 groups (technicians and examiners for building construction and civil engineering, technicians for building structure, finishing technicians, plumbers and civil engineering and mining technicians, low-leveled laborers of construction and mining industry). By reviewing KSCO, construction technician jobs include those of technicians for building structure, technicians for building finishing, plumbers and civil engineering and mining technicians. These 4 groups can be divided into 21 classes including 8 building structure technicians, 7 construction finishing technicians, 3 plumbing fields, 3 civil engineering and mining-related field. Also, there are 28 kinds of certificates that SVHS graduates from construction department can acquire including 14 construction fields, 12 civil engineering fields, 1 landscaping field, and 1 construction plumbing field.
